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1. NAME: Hardscape.com Polymeric Sand
Link: https://hardscape.com/polymeric-sand/hardscape-polymeric-sand
Description:
The Hardscape.com Polymeric Sand is an all-purpose sand designed to meet the needs of
Contractors who are looking for a High Performance solution sand for all types of pavers.

Hardscape.com Polymeric Sand is a unique mixture of polymer binders and calibrated crushed
stones such as granites and Quartz available in White, Beige, Grey, Dark Grey, and Black colors.
Once Hardscape Polymeric Sand sets, it becomes very firm and locks between the porcelain tile
joints while still retaining flexibility and providing a long-lasting, durable jointing material.
Hardscape.com Polymeric Sand is recommended for a variety of pedestrian and vehicular uses
including pool decks, patios, footpaths, etc.

Our polymeric sand is no-hazing and works with Porcelain Pavers, Natural Stones, Concrete
Pavers, Flagstones, and more without the fear of over watering because we go heavy on our
polymers. Conveniently available in 50 pound bags.

https://hardscape.com/polymeric-sand/hardscape-polymeric-sand


2. NAME: 6”x12” 3CM Collection with Space Bars
Link: https://rb.gy/j11tws
Description:
The 3CM 6" x 12" Porcelain Pavers with SMART SPACER TECHNOLOGY, Collection is
perfect for driveways, patios, gardens, and outdoor areas! This line of products includes
in-body spacers that determine the specific joint minimum to adopt for a successful dry
lay system, making the installation process much faster. No need for the plastic
spacers, these come built in.

Available in 6 colors: Basalt, Coralina Grey, Coralina Ivory, Pietra Lavica Grey, Pietra
Lavica Sand and Porfido.

https://rb.gy/j11tws


3. NAME: 24”x36” 2CM Collection
Link: https://rb.gy/nwoghn
Description:
24” x 36” is becoming a very popular size bringing a larger look to Pool Decks and
Patios alike. We gathered our all-time-favorite Designs from other sizes to combine a
full-color spectrum line available in multiple shapes, that will give a fresh and modern
look for any outdoor project!

Our 2CM 24” x 36” Porcelain Pavers Collection is available in 9 colors: Quartz Beige,
Basalt Black, Diana Imperial, Tuscany Silver, Beach Beige, Sandstone Grey, Snow White,
Light Grey, and Pietra Di Vals.
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